ROLE OF NITROGEN ON HYDRIDE NUCLEATION IN PURE NIOBIUM
BY FIRST PRINCIPLES CALCULATIONS


Abstract

It is well known that the formation and growth of niobium hydride degrades the superconducting radio frequency (SRF) properties of niobium cavities and the treatments that reduce hydrogen concentration improve the cavity quality factor. Recently it has also been shown that the addition of nitrogen through doping or infusion improves the quality factor of SRF niobium. Thus, in this work, the role of nitrogen solute addition in niobium on hydride precipitation is probed through first-principles calculations. In the presence of nitrogen the energetic preference for hydrogen to occupy interstitial sites in the vicinity is reduced. Furthermore, both interstitial octahedral and tetrahedral sites become equally favorable for hydrogen to occupy due to the presence of nitrogen. To examine the role of nitrogen on the nucleation of hydrides, we utilized valence charge transfer and density of states calculations. These quantum insights reveal a strong tendency for nitrogen to accumulate charge, thereby decreasing the bond strength of neighboring niobium and hydrogen atoms. These atomic scale results explain the lesser tendency of surface hydride formation in SRF niobium cavities in the presence of nitrogen and are applicable to dilute Nb-H solid solutions.

INTRODUCTION

Niobium is the primary material for manufacturing superconducting radio-frequency (SRF) cavities for many modern high-performance particle accelerators like the International Linear Collider [1, 2]. The selection of superconductors for SRF applications is based on the operating temperatures (1.8 K–4.2 K) required to minimize the surface resistance and provide and sustain high electromagnetic fields in order to accelerate the charged particles inside the cavities. Niobium has the highest critical temperature (T_c) of all the pure elements (9.25 K) as well as having high critical magnetic fields and high malleability as it can be formed into complex shapes; thus, it is well suited to make SRF cavities [2]. However, niobium can readily absorb hydrogen which may occupy interstitial sites, segregate at defects or precipitate into hydride phases, depending on the hydrogen concentration and temperature, which can significantly degrade the desired properties for SRF applications [3, 4]. The performance of SRF cavities is measured in terms of the quality factor Q_0 = G/R_s where the geometric factor G depends on the cavity geometry and R_s is the average surface resistance of the inner cavity wall, as a function of the accelerating gradient field (E_{acc}) [5]. Typically, niobium cavities have a Q_0 value in the range of 10^{10} – 10^{11} but the absorbed hydrogen contaminates niobium and severely decreases the cavity Q_0 thereby making these SRF cavities useless [6, 7]. The formation of ordered hydride phases leads to hydrogen embrittlement and also affects the critical temperature of niobium properties since the hydride phases are not superconducting above 1-2 K [8, 9]. Therefore, improvement in the quality factor and acceleration gradients of SRF cavities is critical in the development of current and future accelerators.

Many experimental methods like X-ray, neutron diffraction, differential thermal analysis (DTA), resistivity, optical microscopy, and transmission (TEM) and scanning (SEM) electron microscopy have been used to study the niobium hydrogen system for different hydrogen concentrations [7, 10–12]. Barkov et al. [7, 10] observed hydride precipitates of different sizes in niobium samples using laser and optical microscopy. The shape of hydride precipitates was found to be dependent on the crystallographic orientation of each grain with the presence of small hydride precipitates near the grain boundaries [7]. The diffraction patterns obtained from temperature dependent nano-area electron diffraction and scanning electron nano-area diffraction techniques further showed that NbH_3 and NbH_4 were respectively oriented along [110] direction of Nb at cryogenic temperatures [11]. To lower surface resistance, Grassellino et al. [13] reported a surface treatment technique involving nitrogen doping to improve the quality factor of SRF niobium cavities. Significantly higher Q_0 values were measured for the cavity surfaces treated in nitrogen atmosphere as compared to the Q_0 values for surfaces treated with standard methods, but the underlying mechanisms are unclear [5,13–15]. Quantitative evaluation of hydrogen in SRF cavities is difficult and in situ observations have not been possible[7, 10, 12]. The first-principles calculations showed that hydrogen absorption occurs readily into niobium [2]. Hydrogen atoms occupy interstitial tetrahedral sites, expand the crystal lattice by displacing niobium atoms from their lattice sites and create lattice distortions which decrease the structural stability of niobium [3, 16]. Furthermore, first-principles calculations also show that oxygen acts as a trapping site for hydrogen by suppressing hydrogen-hydrogen interactions and inhibiting hydride formation in niobium [17, 18]. A similar inhibiting effect is expected from nitrogen doping but the understanding is limited since such calculations have not been performed yet.

In the current work, we examine the effect of nitrogen doping on the precipitation of hydride phases in niobium through first-principles calculations. Specifically, we start by calculating the interactions between hydrogen and the niobium lattice to understand the properties of hydride phases which precipitate in niobium during service conditions. Next, we investigate the effect of nitrogen on hydrogen absorption in the niobium matrix. We find that...
the presence of nitrogen reduces the energetic preference of hydrogen absorption in niobium but this effect diminishes as the distance between nitrogen and hydrogen atoms increases. The first-principles results are found to be consistent with the metallographic examination of nitrogen treated niobium coupons which show suppressed hydride concentration near the nitrogen treated surface.

**COMPUTATIONAL METHODS**

The first-principles calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) based on the density functional theory (DFT) [19, 20]. The projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials [21, 22] were utilized to represent the nuclei with valence electrons including six p electrons from the next lowest electron shell of niobium. Exchange and correlation functions were treated with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [23] formulation. Periodic boundary conditions were used, and a plane wave basis was set with energy cutoffs of 550 eV for niobium and nitrogen and 350 eV for hydrogen. A Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh of 12 x 12 x 12 was selected for extensive k-sampling convergence studies for geometric optimizations. The convergence studies were performed using Brillouin-zone integrations." [24]. The first order Methfessel-Paxton method[25] with a smearing width of 0.2 eV was used to relax the ions with a force and energy convergence criteria of 0.01 eVÅ⁻¹ and 10⁻⁶ eV, respectively.

Interactions between hydrogen and nitrogen atoms in niobium were studied in a 2x2x2 body centered cubic (BCC) niobium unit cell with 16 niobium atoms. First, hydrogen and nitrogen atoms were added at interstitial sites in a niobium supercell, corresponding to NB₁₆H₁ and NB₁₆N₁, respectively, in order to understand the interactions between hydrogen and niobium atoms and nitrogen and niobium atoms, respectively. Next, a hydrogen atom was doped at different interstitial sites while keeping the nitrogen atom at an octahedral site in niobium to examine the co-segregation behavior of hydrogen and nitrogen with the niobium lattice. Electronic density of states (DOS) and valence charge transfer calculations were also performed for different structures to understand the changes that occur in bonding between different atoms. DOS curves describe the number of states per interval of energy at each energy level that are available to be occupied [26]. To obtain valence charge transfer which takes place upon addition of different solute atoms, ground state non-interacting charge densities were subtracted from the valence charge density of the interacting system. Hence, the valence charge transfer was calculated as:

\[ \Delta \rho = \rho_{\text{Nb-H-N}} - \rho_{\text{Nb}} - \rho_{\text{H}} - \rho_{\text{N}} \]  

where \( \Delta \rho \) represents the total valence charge transfer, \( \rho_{\text{Nb-H-N}} \) represents the valence charge density of the interacting Nb-H-N system, and \( \rho_{\text{Nb}} \), \( \rho_{\text{H}} \) and \( \rho_{\text{N}} \), respectively, represent the valence charge density of non-interacting and isolated niobium, hydrogen and nitrogen atoms. The VESTA (visualization for electronic and structural analysis) software package [27] was utilized to extract the valence charge transfer contours from the first-principles calculations.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The calculated lattice parameter of 3.32 Å for BCC niobium is in good agreement with experimentally and theoretically reported values [2, 3]. In pure niobium, absorption of both hydrogen in tetrahedral sites and nitrogen in octahedral sites is energetically favorable, releasing 0.28 eV and 1.98 eV, respectively. The DOS curve of Nb₁₆H₁ had a peak at -7 eV which was absent in the DOS pattern of pure niobium (see Figure 1a). This peak corresponds to the overlap of the ls state of hydrogen with s and d states of niobium indicating the possibility of covalent bonding between niobium and interstitial hydrogen atoms. Similarly, the peak at -6 eV in the DOS curve of Nb₁₆N₁, due to the overlap of 2p states of nitrogen with d states of niobium, indicates possible covalent bonding between niobium and nitrogen (see Figure 1b). The peak at -15 eV in Nb₁₆N₁ corresponds to the s orbital electrons of nitrogen. From the valence charge transfer calculations, we see that charge is accumulated (yellow iso-surface) around interstitial hydrogen or nitrogen atoms respectively and depleted (cyan iso-surface) from the surrounding niobium atoms (see Figure 1c and 1d). Thus, both the solute atoms have partially anionic character in niobium since charge is accumulated around each solute atom. Nitrogen also has a stronger anionic character than hydrogen since the charge redistribution in niobium is much greater upon nitrogen addition. Valence charge transfer contours are plotted at an iso-surface value of 0.027e/Å³. Niobium atoms are represented by dark grey spheres while the hydrogen atom is represented by an orange sphere and the nitrogen atom is represented by a blue sphere (below the iso-surface).
Next, we calculated the energy changes that occurred upon absorption of a hydrogen atom at different interstitial sites in the presence of a nitrogen atom at an octahedral site in niobium. The nitrogen atom at an octahedral site significantly affects the energetics of hydrogen absorption in niobium since the interstitial sites in the vicinity of nitrogen are no longer energetically favorable for hydrogen absorption. Hydrogen absorption becomes an endothermic process (positive formation energy values) at interstitial sites up to ~2 Å away from nitrogen (see Figure 2). The suppression effect of nitrogen diminishes on interstitial sites farther away as the formation energy reduces to zero and finally becomes negative. Interestingly, it was seen that both tetrahedral and octahedral sites, farther away from nitrogen, have similar favorability for hydrogen absorption since the energy released is similar at both the sites (see Figure 2).

Figure 1: Total density of state patterns for (a) Nb$_{16}$H$_1$ (hydrogen atom at a tetrahedral site) and (b) Nb$_{16}$N$_1$ (nitrogen atom at an octahedral site), respectively. The valence charge density transfer contours for (c) Nb$_{16}$H$_1$ and (d) Nb$_{16}$N$_1$, respectively. Yellow and cyan iso-surfaces respectively represent charge accumulation and depletion at a value of 0.027 e/Å$^3$ in (c) and (d).

Figure 2: Reference energies for a nitrogen atom at an octahedral site (blue) and a hydrogen atom in a tetrahedral site (red) are shown at position 0. The binding energy of a hydrogen atom is higher than the reference value when it is closer than 3 Å from a N atom.

The observed changes in energy can be understood through electronic DOS and valence charge transfer calculations. The peak at -7 eV in the DOS curves in Figure 3 corresponds to the overlap of states of hydrogen with...
states of niobium irrespective of the hydrogen atom occupying either a tetrahedral (T) or octahedral (O) site far away from nitrogen. The peak at -6 eV is due to the overlap of 2p states of nitrogen with d states of niobium. Thus, a nitrogen atom located far away from hydrogen does not interfere in the covalent bonding between hydrogen and niobium atoms. The valence charge transfer contours are also very similar in both cases of a hydrogen atom occupying either a T or O site since the charge depleted (cyan iso-surface) from the niobium atoms is accumulated (yellow iso-surface) around hydrogen and nitrogen atoms respectively. Thus, we see that nitrogen suppresses hydrogen absorption in niobium, but the suppressing effect diminishes at interstitial sites located far away from the nitrogen atom.

Figure 3: (a) Electronic DOS patterns for Nb$_{16}$H$_1$ compared to the DOS pattern of Nb$_{16}$N$_1$ with a hydrogen atom absorbed at different interstitial sites far away from nitrogen. The valence charge transfer plots for Nb$_{16}$N$_1$ with a hydrogen atom absorbed at (b) a tetrahedral (T) site and (c) an octahedral (O) site, respectively. Yellow and cyan iso-surfaces respectively represent charge accumulation and depletion with a value 0.027e/A$^3$ in (b) and (c).

CONCLUSIONS

First-principles calculations show that nitrogen doping suppresses hydrogen absorption in niobium. The suppressing effect of nitrogen is dominant in its vicinity as indicated by the positive value of formation energy. But, hydrogen absorption becomes favorable at both tetrahedral and octahedral interstitial sites away from nitrogen as the formation energy becomes negative. The DOS patterns and valence charge transfer calculations explain that nitrogen doping affects the bonding between hydrogen and niobium atoms which diminishes hydrogen absorption in niobium.
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